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One of magic's most creative and talented performers returns for his second At
The Table Lecture. Justin Miller will not only explain his go-to routines and
workers, but you'll also get a chance to see him perform in front of a live
audience and discuss the effects with our guest star, Eric Ross. You'll learn
audience management skills, tips on cleaning up your magic and how to make
your sleights imperceptible. You do not want to miss this gold-mine of a lecture.
Join us as we welcome Justin Miller for his 2nd At The Table Lecture.

 Here's what you'll learn:

Double stuff : A full treatise on the simple move of placing 2 cards down as 1.
Justin will even teach you how to lay a double in someone's hand!

Kicking Hippie: An ode to Hippie Torales with an effect that has a MAJOR twist,
using just a pack of cards.

Edge: An impossible sandwich effect that has multiple phases, some of the most
diabolical moves are strategically placed to create a powerful moment of magic!

An Ode to Daryl: A selection of multiple effects, One-Handed Triumph, Triple
change, and Carte Blanc, an effect that Daryl and Justin worked on for 19 years.

Zenner Reopened: This is Justin's mind-blowing effect using Zenner cards. The
last phase happens in THEIR POCKET!

Reactic: A simple happy accident, Justin found a way to make a tic tac JUMP in
the tic tac box... NO gimmicks, TOTALLY impromptu. With extra ideas from Marc
Salem, Chad long, Gregory Wilson and Michael Weber.

The Legend: This is the FINAL word (and FINAL effect Justin is releasing to the
magic community) in the LEGEND series. No box, no force, 100 percent sure fire
every time!

Mental Matches: See the evolution of how Justin's Mind works with a simple
matchbook and some powerful mentalism!
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The Butterfly Effect: A simple wiggle of the fingers causes an object to
respond...a foot away!
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